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TWEET-UP & ILSTU INVOLVEMENT 

 For the 2012 Presidential Election between Democratic candidate President Barack Obama and 

Republican candidate Governor Mitt Romney, a debate series spanning a four week period would follow a 

multitude of campaigns and lead American citizens into Election Day 2012. As young voters, college students 

have become a target audience for many involved in politics, making their increased involvement and 

knowledge crucial for today’s educators. Because social media infiltrate our politics, news, and academic life- 

what better way to reach out to students than to create a conversation on a familiar forum?  

 

The American Democracy Project (ADP) became the leading voice in creating a national conversation 

between students, faculty members, and institutions that was reflective of the Presidential Debate Series. The 

conversation was designed to incorporate a variety of insight from individuals representing a plethora of 

cultures, institutions, ages, political beliefs, and academic backgrounds. Promoting the Tweet-Up on the ADP 

website and other social media gained the attention of many colleges and universities, which led to a month of 

dynamic conversations, disputes, and even nation-wide jokes that were woven into the Twittersphere. Jen 

Domagal-Goldman, National Manager of the ADP, wrote the following blog post as a way to initiate the 

national conversation and provide the necessary details to get everyone involved.  

 

http://adpaascu.wordpress.com/2012/10/03/join-adp-for-a-live-presidential-debate-tweet-up/ 

 

Join ADP for a Live Presidential Debate Tweet-Up  
Published October 3, 2012  

 

By Jen Domagal-Goldman, National Manager, American Democracy Project 

 

As part of ADP’s eCitizenship (http://www.aascu.org/programs/adp/eCitizenship/) and Political Engagement 

Project (http://www.aascu.org/programs/adp/PEP/) Initiatives, the American Democracy Project is planning a 

multi-campus dialogue (Tweet-up) during the first presidential debate this Wednesday, October 3; the debate – 

on domestic policy issues – will be televised and begins at 9:00 PM Eastern. 

 

Along with watching the debate, we encourage students and faculty to engage in a discussion about it – and the 

domestic policy issues most affecting higher education – using Twitter. 

 

It only takes a few minutes for most students to learn to use Twitter; however, it helps to have students register 

on https://twitter.com  in case their identities need to be confirmed along with a few practice tweets before the 

debate starts. 

 

We will use the hashtag #ADPdebate. ADP’s Twitter handle is: @ADPaascu. 

 

As ADP is non-partisan and interested in preparing the next generation of informed, engaged citizens, we hope 

many of you will join us and encourage your students to do so as well – we want to encourage more students to 

engage in the electoral process and are not looking for a partisan battle, but for a supportive, interesting, and 

analytical conversation that encourages civic and political engagement. 

 

Also, check out the “Debate Series Learning Activity” Mary Sorenson, a second-year graduate student and 

instructor at Illinois State University created for students taking a required communications class: 

“Communication as Critical Inquiry.” 

http://adpaascu.wordpress.com/2012/10/03/join-adp-for-a-live-presidential-debate-tweet-up/
http://www.aascu.org/programs/adp/eCitizenship/
http://www.aascu.org/programs/adp/PEP/
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ISU Involvement 

 As an institution with great leadership and guidance for Civic Engagement, Illinois State University had 

an incredibly prominent presence in the national Tweet-Up. Partnering with the Student Government 

Association (SGA), ISU was able to spread the word to the entire campus and encourage students from all 

academic disciplines to get involved. Instructors in both the Communication and Political Science 

departments designed assignments and extra credit opportunities as a way of encouraging their students to 

be more politically engaged during the upcoming election.  

 

Sponsored by ADP and SGA, viewing parties were held in campus lecture halls, allowing for a large 

group of students to interact throughout the debate. In order to incorporate the national Tweet-Up in this 

event, a second projector and screen was showcased in the front of the lecture hall and provided a live-

stream of the #ADPdebate related tweets. In addition to the #ADPdebate hashtag, the ILSTU chapter of 

ADP promoted the use of #ILSTU being added to tweets in order to showcase their representation.  

 

The viewing parties lasted throughout the entire debate series, gaining the attention of local newspapers 

and radio stations. Student reporters from the university’s newspaper (The Daily Vidette), radio station 

(WZND) and television news station (TV-10) attended the events to take photos and interview those that 

were involved in the debate watch and Tweet-Up.  

 

 

Dual-screen setup-- Left screen: Tweet-Up; Right screen: Live Stream of Debate 
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TWEET-UP TOOLS 

 Although participants interact on Twitter using the main website and the hashtag function, a variety of 

websites have been designed to enhance the messages being posted from various users. Students and faculty 

who wished to follow the messages connected with #ADPdebate were not required to create a Twitter account 

but could follow the conversation on a variety of sites. Additionally, websites have been designed to assist in 

analyzing messages that have been posted on social media, which document user lists, user frequency, popular 

words or phrases, shared URLs, and the source of posts (i.e. web, iPhone, android, etc.). The following websites 

can be used to enhance the Tweet-Up experience and increase involvement for users and non-users.  

Twitter 

The main website for Twitter users that streams newsfeeds of followers, provides “trending topics,” and allows 

individuals to create personal and professional accounts. There is also a YouTube video that provides 

instructions on how to create an account: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YGp4cWdndc 

 
 “Lists” 

 The list function allows users to access various Twitter handles that post related information. Not only  

does this create a more exclusive newsfeed, but it allows others interested in the topic (ADPdebate) to 

easily access related users in order to follow or message them.  

 
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YGp4cWdndc
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TweetChat 
http://tweetchat.com/ 

TweetChat allows users and non-users to follow a conversation with a particular hashtag (#ADPdebate) 

in real-time. This website has an automatic refresh option, which updates and showcases any tweets that use the 

indicated hashtag from public user accounts. TweetChat is a great resource to use during viewing parties to 

allow those without accounts to follow the conversation in addition to the debate itself. By using a second 

projector, TweetChat can be on full, public display.  

 
 

Twitterfall 

http://twitterfall.com/ 

Twitterfall also allows users and non-users to access conversations and tweets in the form of a live-stream. This 

format combines hashtag conversations as well as various lists, creating a more dynamic newsfeed of 

information related to one subject. For Twitter users, Twitterfall provides the options of direct message, follow, 

favorite, and retweet for each message being posted.   

 

 

http://tweetchat.com/
http://twitterfall.com/
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Tweet Archivist 

http://www.tweetarchivist.com/ 

Tweet Archivist is a highly recommended website that provides detailed information analysis on tweets related 

to a particular hashtag or term. Cleanly formatted, this website utilizes pie charts, bar graphs, and lists to 

showcase the following information: number of tweets, tweet volume over time, top users, top words, top 

URLs, sources of tweets, and a list of tweets from various users. For Tweet-Ups, this website is very useful if 

accessed immediately following each debate in order to distinguish information from night to night. Tweet 

Archivist also provides options for downloading zip and Excel files, which is useful for data analysis and easy 

access to information.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tweetarchivist.com/
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Storify 

http://storify.com/ 

Another innovative website that allows users to interact with online information is Storify, which provides links 

to websites with related information beyond Twitter. The first way Storify can be used is by searching key 

words or phrases and obtaining related links from social media such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, 

and GooglePlus. 

 
In addition to using this site as a search engine, users are also able to create their own “stories” in which 

they can hand select links from the aforementioned sites and create a page for users to easily access a multitude 

of information. 

 

http://storify.com/
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STRATEGIES FOR STUDENT INVOLVEMENT 

 In order to reach a greater number of students and encourage involvement in the national Tweet-Up as 

well as the election in general, a variety of activities must be offered. As instructors, we have a 

responsibility to teach our students how to become civically engaged and how to use their individual voices 

in writing as well as in discussion. By offering students the opportunity to reflect on the Tweet-Up in their 

own way, instructors are able to encourage involvement beyond the two hours in which the Presidential 

Debates occurred each week. The following pages detail potential assignments, in class discussion, and 

post-debate discussion topics.  

Debate Series Assignment 

Purpose/Goals: 

The purpose of this activity is to engage students in the process of the 2012 Presidential election and 

provide them with a medium in which they have a voice. For many students this is their first opportunity to vote 

in a major election and become a more active participant in the democratic process. Through the use of Twitter, 

students can practice communication concepts such as ethical communication and credibility by live-tweeting 

the debates or following the debates through the #ADPdebate hashtag. The use of social media allows students 

to interact with faculty and peers to discuss controversial issues outside of the classroom in a unique way.  

 

Encourage students to participate in the Presidential Poll designed by ISU’s American Democracy 

Project (ADP) team:  

 

https://survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/TakeSurvey.aspx?PageNumber=1&SurveyID=m210m542&Preview=true  

 

Assignment Options: 

 

Live-Tweet the Debate 

 Part 1: 

1. Attend an evening of the debate series (October 3
rd

, 11
th

, 16
th

, or 22
nd

) and post tweets from your 

personal Twitter account using the #ADPdebate hashtag to connect your tweets to the conversation.  

2. Tweets should discuss issues being presented in the debate and also include responses to others utilizing 

the hashtag. Comments, questions, and links to additional online media sources will each contribute to 

the conversation. 

 

Part 2: 

1. Select 4-6 tweets that were posted during the time of the debate that include #ADPdebate, including 2 of 

your personal tweets.  

2. Write a 1-3 page reflection that connects the selected tweets to the course material and discussions that 

have been presented in COM110. The reflection should include: 

a. Introduction paragraph that addresses your experience in watching and live-tweeting the debate. 

b. Explanation of how your selected tweets are connected to communication concepts. This section 

can be organized by concepts (i.e. ethics, credibility, perception, audience, etc.) or by addressing 

each tweet individually.  

c. Conclusion paragraph that addresses the implications of social media being used in political 

debates and how that effects the ways in which we communicate about controversial issues.  

https://survey.lilt.ilstu.edu/TakeSurvey.aspx?PageNumber=1&SurveyID=m210m542&Preview=true
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3. Include a final page that lists the selected tweets, including the twitter handle, message, and any 

hyperlinks that may have been included. 

 

Follow the Debate Online: 

1. Using the #ADPdebate hashtag, follow an evening of the debate series (October 3
rd

, 11
th

, 16
th

, or 22
nd

) 

live without watching on television or the Internet. Read a variety of tweets that include comments on 

the debate, questions for other users, and hyperlinks to additional online media (news stories, video 

clips, etc.) 

2. Select 8-10 tweets that were posted during the time of the debate that include #ADPdebate.  

3. Write a 2-4 page reflection that connects the selected tweets to the course material and discussions that 

have been presented in COM110. The reflection should include: 

a. Introduction paragraph that addresses your experience in following the debate through a series of 

tweets. 

b. Explanation of how your selected tweets are connected to communication concepts. This section 

can be organized by concepts (i.e. ethics, credibility, perception, audience, etc.) or by addressing 

each tweet individually. 

c. A paragraph explaining how the use of social media impacts civic engagement and the ways in 

which individuals are able to have a voice in the democratic process beyond casting a vote on 

Election Day.  

d. Conclusion paragraph that addresses the implications of social media being used in political 

debates and how that affects the ways in which we communicate about controversial issues.  

4. Include a final page that lists the selected tweets, including the twitter handle, message, and any 

hyperlinks that may have been included. 

 

Evaluation: 

 This assignment will be worth up to 10 points of extra credit (or required credit) based on the quality of 

response for either assignment option. In order to receive full credit, students must adhere to all directions and 

follow the requirements for the assignment and reflection paper. Specific concepts from the course should be 

identified and elaborated upon in order for students to truly bridge the gap between classroom discussions and 

real life application of the skills we are equipping them with. Instructors may create specific rubrics for this 

assignment if desired. 
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In-Class Discussion 

 

Purpose/Goals: 

 Engaging students in discussion about the Presidential Election not only encourages participation in the 

democratic process, but also provides real life examples of course concepts. Discussions during class time 

can incorporate ideas from the debates themselves, previous knowledge of the candidates and political 

issues, social media experiences, and how communication concepts relate to both written and spoken 

information. Because the classroom consists of a captive audience, discussion is focused less on political 

issues and more on communication concepts and the effects of social media.  

 

 

Course Concept   Discussion Questions 

 

 

 

 

Ethical Communication 

1. After identifying and learning about the various ethical 

perspectives (humanistic, dialogical, political, situational), have 

you changed the way you critically think about political 

messages? If so, how? 

 

2. Based on what you have learned about ethical communication, 

how is the credibility of the candidates (or parties) affected by 

social media use? Consider candidate’s personal use, accounts 

associated with particular parties, and the messages being posted 

by everyday individuals.  

 

 

 

 

 

Audience Analysis 

 

1. Thinking of both campaign speeches and debate discussions, 

how do candidates alter their nonverbal and verbal 

communication based on the present audience? 

 

2. For those who participated in the #ADPdebate conversation, 

how did seeing other tweets with this hashtag (your audience) 

alter the messages that you sent? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Language 

 

 

1. Did either candidate use terms with potentially negative 

connotative meaning? If so, what implications does this have 

regarding credibility, liking, and/or the persuasive nature of the 

statement?  

 

2. Did users within the #ADPdebate conversation use language 

with negative connotative meaning? If so, were these statements 

harmful to the conversation or did they create a sense of unity 

among users? 

 

3. Although a debate encompasses different expectations than 

campaign speeches, how did candidates utilize vivid language 

techniques (analogies, repetition, personification, etc.) in their 

responses? 

 

 

 

1. Throughout the semester the question has been asked, “Which 

speaks louder, nonverbal or verbal communication?” Based on 

evidence from social media responses (tweets, Facebook 
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Delivery 

updates, blogs, etc.), which spoke louder? Provide specific 

examples from the debates. 

 

2.  Considering credibility of the speaker, what are some examples 

of how the candidates either helped or hindered their credibility 

because of their delivery as opposed to the content of their 

statement? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logos, Pathos, Ethos 

1. Which of the three persuasive proofs was most effectively used 

during the debates? Did this change based on the topic or setup 

(formal, seated, town hall, etc.)? 

 

2. Logos, or logic, deals with the factual information being 

presented by a speaker. How did the use of social media and the 

access to the Internet affect the logos being presented during the 

debates? 

 

3. Which of these three proofs was evident in the tweets being 

posted in the #ADPdebate conversation? Did users tell personal 

narratives with emotional appeal? Did users establish credibility 

when posting facts? Did users provide links to credible sources 

that provided logical information? 

 

 

 

 

 

Post-Debate Discussion (Viewing Parties) 

Purpose/Goal: 

 The facilitation of a post-debate discussion after a live viewing of a Presidential debate allows students 

to debrief and further engage in the information that was presented both in the debate and the #ADPdebate 

conversation. Additionally, this conversation has the potential to provide insight from multiple academic 

disciplines such as communication, political science, and business. Discussions should be led by faculty 

advisors who can prompt and manage the conversation appropriately.  

 

 Concept/Topic   Discussion Questions 

 

 

 

“Who Won?” 

1. Based on the debate and the messages that were posted on social 

media websites, who “won” this debate? How did social media 

responses influence your decision? 

 

2. How do you think the media will portray the “winner” and “loser” 

of the debate in tomorrow’s news? Which elements of the debate 

will be emphasized in these discussions? 
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Logos, Pathos, Ethos 

1. Which of the three persuasive proofs was most effectively used 

during the debates? Did this change based on the topic or setup 

(formal, seated, town hall, etc.)? 

 

2. Logos, or logic, deals with the factual information being presented 

by a speaker. How did the use of social media and the access to the 

Internet affect the logos being presented during the debates? 

 

3. Which of these three proofs was evident in the tweets being posted 

in the #ADPdebate conversation? Did users tell personal narratives 

with emotional appeal? Did users establish credibility when 

posting facts? Did users provide links to credible sources that 

provided logical information? 

 

 

 

 

 

Media Messages 

1. Based on the messages shown on Twitter and other social media 

sites, which candidate had the best ‘zingers’? What implications do 

these messages (and the media portrayal) have on our perceptions 

of the candidates?  

 

2. Considering media bias, how can you use social media effectively 

to research and better understand political candidates before and 

after the final debate series? 

 

 

 

 

 

Political Issues 

1. Did the debate provide sufficient information about the issues 

being discussed? If not, how did the debate differ from the 

campaign messages? 

 

2. How did each candidate articulate logic and factual information 

regarding specific political issues (i.e. healthcare, foreign policy, 

higher education, etc.)? Did you find yourself looking to the 

Internet for verification and/or expansion of information? Why or 

why not? 
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SAMPLE TWEETS  

  

The following tweets are inclusive of all four nights of the Presidential Debate Series and include Twitter 

users from a variety of institutions. An analysis of the data shows that tweets throughout the Tweet-Up can be 

categorized into four major categories: Tweet-Up Participation, Bipartisan Humor, Communication Concepts, 

and Political Opinions. A variety of subcategories exists within each category, each of which lends itself to an 

even greater understanding of how students and faculty participated in the Tweet-Up.  

 

Tweet-Up Participation 

 @ISUADP TONIGHT we TWEET again! Debate watch @ 7pm in Moulton 208! Pizza, Pop, & Politics! #ADPDebate  

#ILSTU  

 

@MarSorenson "That's when twitter blew up" --evidence for how the #ADPdebate effected our viewing/understanding  

of the debate? 

 

@vanessagarciayo just got interviewed & photographed after the #ISUADP #ADPdebate! #heygirl 

 

@ISUADP Make sure you stay for the post-debate discussion! Dr. Z will not disappoint! #ADPdebate #ILSTU  

 

@ADP_fhsu Don't miss it! The last Presidential Debate of 2012 takes place tonight at 8 pm in Forsyth Library! Join us  

via Twitter using #ADPdebate 

 

@rachey_keyes Going to miss these tweet ups!!! Loved the inter-connective experience! #comm381syc #adpdebate 

 

@rcatlett The debate tonight is scheduled from 8:00-9:30 Emporia time. #ADPESU #ADPdebate What do you expect? 

 

@akronsell it was a pleasure utilizing "new media" throughout the debate with y'all tonight! #thankstwitter  

#Comm381Syc #adpdebate 

 

@ADPatWPU Join ADP tonight as we live tweet the final Presidential debate (on foreign policy) using #ADPdebate.  

@8:30pm Cheng Library Auditorium 

 

@ADPaascu Ready for the final presidential debate? Live tweet with #ADPdebate! #politicalengagement 

 

 

Bipartisan Humor 

@Jenndawn Jim Leher isn't exactly worried about keeping things on track, is he? #ADPdebate 

 

@jillgately: #ADPdebate time is like dog years for Jim. 3 minutes in real time is 21 minutes in Jim time. 

 

@dixon2405 Mitt is going to cut funding from Big Bird!?!! the horror! #ADPDebate #Debates 

 

@BrookeBCNN: Have you heard any zingers yet?? I haven't. #zingeralert #ADPDebate #KSUDebate 

 

@katieschmitt21: #adpdebate "I don't look at my pension because it's not as big as yours." -- BO talking to MR #zinger 

 

@alexis_always  everyone just laughed. LOLOLOL. a little comic relief probably made that room a lot less heated.  

#adpdebate 

https://twitter.com/ISUADP
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPDebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ILSTU&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/VanessaGarciaYo
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ISUADP&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23heygirl&src=hash
https://twitter.com/ISUADP
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ILSTU&src=hash
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@joeysw337 Chad for President! #adpdebate #com110swag 

 

@greenstyne  First question. Did @greenstyne just save the night by adjusting the volume? Thoughts? #adpdebate  

#ILSTU 

 

Communication Concepts 

@MarSorenson @skhunt2 @ADPaascu how do we use 140 characters to communicate "substance"? I think its possible  

if we teach the twitter gen HOW #ADPdebate 

 

@skhunt2 What's more persuasive--narratives or stats? #ISUADP #ADPDebate #ILSTU 

 

@SorensonCOM110 Language, nonverbal, credibility, speech rate & plenty more to consider in public speaking. 

#ADPdebate 

 

@heathermende: "whopper" probably wasn't good word choice. slang- not ideal in this type of context. #COM110  

#ADPdebate 

 

@l9ElNino9l  Obama's hand gestures working well for him. While Romney's seems to be cut out of the picture  

#ADPdebate  

 

@Jason_Nation25 Mitt Romney just talked about campaign strategy! Attacking another candidate rather than talking  

about self! #comm381syc #adpdebate 

 

@heathermende romney's facial expressions show passion in this opinion #ADPdebate #COM110 

 

Political Opinions 

@RadioRichG This teacher fully agrees that class size matters #ISUADP #ADPDebate 

 

@saragraceakins Education. Education. Education. #ADPdebate #bricker1112 

 

@drsh MR "we are all children of same God"; that's not the RP platform #comm381syc #adpdebate 

 

@WHF94 Obama wants to increase the youth's performance/intellect by increasing the number of teachers in the schools.  

#bricker1112 #ADPdebate 

 

@MLKIII_korean To be honest, it doesn't matter who the president is. They're just a puppet for the real people in  

control.#Comm381syc #ADPDebate 

 

@ionlybuyxo #ADPdebate mitt romney said he is will to give us a balanced budget??? Yet you want to stop financial  

aid?? 

 

@SorensonCOM110 #ADPdebate RT @nytimes: What did Obama and Romney just say? Follow our running transcript  

of the debate: http://nyti.ms/SjAEYy 

 

@alexis_always from guns to tradtional marriage? i'm lost. #comm381syc #adpdebate 

 

@MeShellCork: #nbcpolitics is about to do a Fact Check of this debate.  Tune in: http://t.co/9mSqyfnz  #ADPESU  

#ADPdebate 

  

 

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ISUADP&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPDebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/heathermende
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23COM110&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/l9ElNino9l
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ISUADP&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPDebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ADPdebate&src=hash
https://twitter.com/nytimes
http://t.co/EZgrf8oc
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TWEET-UP REFLECTIONS 

  

 Written reflections of the ADP Tweet-Up allow individuals to better understand the purpose and 

progress of this national conversation. A blog posted on the AASCU website elaborated on the first night of the 

national Tweet-Up and offered insight regarding the setup, participation, and conversations that were sparked 

by students, faculty, and institutions. Newspapers, radio stations, and television stations from the University and 

Bloomington-Normal area were present at the Debate Series viewing parties and reflected on the events, some 

including photos of students who were involved. Students participating in the assignments, in-class discussions 

and post-debate discussions provided feedback on their involvement in the Tweet-Up and expressed opinions on 

their political engagement. Based on written reflections, the Tweet-Up seemed to create a new sense of 

empowerment for many students and provided a new medium for having a political “voice.” 

 

American Democracy Project- Blog Post 

 

http://adpaascu.wordpress.com/2012/10/08/political-engagement-through-ecitizenship-tweeting-up-the-

adpdebate/  

Political Engagement through eCitizenship: Tweeting-up the #ADPdebate 

Published October 8, 2012  

By Mary Sorenson, Graduate Student and Instructor, Illinois State University 

Last Wednesday night, over 275 engaged ADP Twitter users (students, faculty members, institutions and 

organizations) brought the Presidential debate to life in the Twittersphere. Embedded within 1,391 short and 

sweet tweets with the #ADPdebate hashtag were thoughtful yet humorous messages that shed light on the 2012 

election. Supporters of both Romney and Obama contributed to the conversation, creating a rich dialogue that 

enhanced the 90 minute live, televised debate on domestic policy. 

 

University of Nebraska Omaha Debate Watch 

While campuses across the country held viewing parties and encouraged the use of the hashtag, users were still 

able to contribute from a number of private locations. Even before news sources were discussing the “winner” 

of the debate, Twitter users were posing this very question and engaging in open discussion with one another. 

In addition to the #ADPdebate hashtag, institutions such as Illinois State University, Emporia State University 

(Kans.), Indiana State University, Kennesaw State University (Ga.), University of Nebraska-Omaha, and Weber 

State University (Utah) linked students and faculty together with unique institution hashtags. A communication 

http://adpaascu.wordpress.com/2012/10/08/political-engagement-through-ecitizenship-tweeting-up-the-adpdebate/
http://adpaascu.wordpress.com/2012/10/08/political-engagement-through-ecitizenship-tweeting-up-the-adpdebate/
http://adpaascu.wordpress.com/2012/10/08/political-engagement-through-ecitizenship-tweeting-up-the-adpdebate/
http://adpaascu.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/un-omaha-debate-watch.jpg
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course at Indiana State University even used this function to connect students and engage in debate discussions 

while the course instructor acted as a moderator. 

Various groups engaged in intellectual conversations inclusive of questions and commentary while continuing 

to embrace the lighthearted nature of the social medium. Humorous tweets brought users together as they were 

able to share jokes about Big Bird, Jim Lehrer, and the 2-minute rule…just to name a few. In the midst of 

critique, disagreement, and questioning, users across the nation were able to find common ground in 140 

characters or less. 

With the increased popularity of social media, college instructors are now able to communicate with students 

outside of the 

 

Illinois State University Debate Watch 

classroom in order to extend academic conversations. With regard to civic engagement, Twitter has the ability 

to provide students with a voice that otherwise may not be heard within the confines of the classroom. This 

project allows students to become politically engaged on a familiar forum, providing them with a wealth of 

knowledge and opinions that may help shape informed decisions for the upcoming election. 

Many students in the millennial generation utilize social media as a way to research and stay informed not only 

with popular culture but also local and national news. By harnessing social media and using them as an 

educational resource, instructors can take the opportunity to change the question from if social media are being 

used in the classroom to how they are being used. 

As the debate series continues, the American Democracy Project will continue the live Tweet-ups and 

encourage even more users to join the conversation. As Thursday night approaches and Paul Ryan joins Joe 

Biden for the Vice-Presidential Debate, #ADPdebate will engage users in discussion that becomes more than 

merely a public commentary. While showcasing bipartisan respect, users across the nation will move closer to 

Election Day, one tweet at a time. 

 

 

 

 

http://adpaascu.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/isu-debate.jpg
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News Coverage of ISU Debate Series and Tweet-Up 

  
  

October 2, 2012 “American Democracy Project to Host Presidential Debate Screening” 

Written by Kellie Flaherty, Daily Vidette Senior Staff     

The American Democracy Project will host the first screening of their Presidential debate series from 7 to 10:30 p.m. on 

Wednesday  in Room 130 of Schroeder. 

 

This will be the first of four debate screenings. The other screenings are scheduled for Oct. 11, Oct. 16 and Oct. 22. This 

first debate between President Barack Obama and Republican nominee Mitt Romney will focus on domestic policy.  

Jon Greenstein, communication graduate student, said the candidates will discuss topics like the economy, health care, the 

role of government and governing.  

 

Greenstein said the debate will be divided into six timed segments of about 15 minutes each.  

“Typically, the moderator will open with a question and then a candidate will respond,” Greenstein explained. “After the 

first candidate responds, the next candidate will have an opportunity, and so on.”  

 

Stephen Hunt, communication professor, said students in the departments of politics and government, and communication 

have designed surveys for the audience to show their perspective on the debates.  

 

“We’ll be doing some informal polling to determine the audience’s perceptions of who won each debate,” Hunt added.  

There will be faculty on hand to help debrief the issues after the debates conclude, Hunt said. 

Hunt said it is important to have debate screenings available to college students because of the fact that this presidential 

race has been close and the debates could be the deciding factor this year.  

 

“In addition, our country has a long, rich tradition of political debate, and this serves as the capstone to the election cycle,” 

Hunt explained. “We hope students will be interested in the election and come to learn about the issues and share their 

opinions with others.” 

“At the very least, those who come to the screenings will potentially leave with new knowledge or feelings about a 

particular candidate,” he added.  

 

Hunt and Greenstein are both looking forward to the screenings. 

“It will be fascinating to see the candidates debate the issues face-to-face,” Hunt said. “I also look forward to the energy 

our students will bring to the screenings because it’s always wonderful for me to see our students civically engaged.”  

 

“I am pretty excited about President Obama and Governor Romney being in the same room because you never know what 

one of them might say to the other,” Greenstein added.  

 

This event is free and open to the public and free pizza and beverages will be served.  

 

 

October 22, 2012 “At ISU, Debate Big Game on Campus” 

By Lenore Sobota, Pantagraph Writer 

 

NORMAL — The big question at a gathering Monday at Illinois State University to watch the presidential debate wasn’t 

whether President Barack Obama or Republican nominee Mitt Romney would win. 

 

The question was whether both would lose the bid for students’ attention to the Chicago Bears or St. Louis Cardinals, who 

were playing games about the same time. 

 

But with a crowd of more than 200 students in the Schroeder Hall lecture hall — a turnout comparable to the first 

presidential debate — the victory appeared to go to the presidential candidates, or at least to the lure of extra credit. 

http://www.videtteonline.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=37255%3Aamerican-democracy-project-to-host-presidential-debate-screening&catid=35%3Anewscampus&Itemid=53
http://www.pantagraph.com/content/tncms/live/
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Tony Galske, a senior from Orland Park wearing a “Bears Training Camp” T-shirt, said, “I can always watch the 

highlights of the Bears game.” 

 

For him, the key issues are the economy and the job market. “I’m wondering if there’s going to be a job for me when I get 

out in seven months,” he said before the debate began. 

Many students, especially those graduating in May, also cited jobs and the economy as the key issues for them. 

This will be the first presidential election in which McKenzie Marks, a junior from Chicago, is old enough to vote, and 

she is excited about the opportunity. 

 

“I feel like I’m contributing to what happens in America,” said Marks. She is treasurer of the ISU chapter of the NAACP, 

which sponsored the screening along with ISU’s American Democracy Project and the Student Government Association. 

As the debate played out on a large TV screen on the right side of the room, a smaller screen showed a live Twitter feed 

with students across the country making comments about the debate in progress. 

 

Kankakee senior Mitchell Paul Larkins, secretary of government relations for the SGA, said social media such as Twitter 

are an important way to reach young voters. 

 

Ed Gallagher, secretary of the assembly for SGA, said, “For once in my four years (at ISU), I hear talk about politics in 

the hallways.” 

 

Ted Camper, a junior from Carol Stream, said he is more conservative than he was four years ago in high school. “I read 

everything I can get my hands on,” he said, looking for sources that are not biased. 

 

Communications professor Joseph Zompetti told the students before the debate began: “Just like the Bears game and the 

Cardinals game, there will be a winner tonight.” But, unlike those competitions, whoever “wins” the debate “will have an 

impact on the country,” he said. 

 

 

October 31, 2012 “President Obama Wins ISU Straw Poll” 

By Stephanie Pawlowski, WJBC Radio 

 

The ISU American Democracy Project polled 243 students at ISU, HCC and IWU. 

NORMAL - President Obama recently won an Illinois State University Presidential Straw Poll. 

 

The poll was conducted by the ISU American Democracy Project. A total of 243 students from ISU, Heartland 

Community College and Illinois Wesleyan University were asked several questions about the race. 

 

President Obama won with 57 percent of the vote. Of those, 91 percent said they were voting for Obama, while 43 percent 

said they were voting against Republican candidate Mitt Romney. On the other hand, it was split at 53 percent apiece of 

those voting against Obama and for Romney. 

 

 
November 4, 2012 “Campus Prepares for Election with Watch Parties” 

Written by Ariana M. Taylor, Daily Vidette Features Editor     

Over the past week, many Americans have spent hours in line waiting to vote for their preferred presidential candidate.     

    Now the day for America to see who will run their country for the next four years is dawning upon us. 

 

On Tuesday, families will congregate around the television, citizens will flock to the nearest community gathering — but 

where will you be on election night?  

 

On Nov. 6, Illinois State University’s Black Student Union will host an Election Watch Party with multiple organizations 

— Phi Beta Sigma, Kappa Alpha Psi, Asian Pacific American Coalition, Association of Latin American Students, PRIDE 
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and American Democracy Project — in the Prairie Room from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.  

 

These organizations collectively hope to inform the ISU community, while also providing a place for people to watch the 

election together. 

 

Genesis Smith, sophomore public relations major, is president of Illinois State University’s Black Student Union.  

As she has been a part of BSU since her freshmen year, she explains the importance of the organization. 

 

“BSU is an organization that targets minority students, specifically African-Americans. We seek to host events that 

promote community service, social and community bonding, unity and connections with faculty and staff on campus,” 

Smith said. 

 

Smith added that BSU has hosted other events in order to prepare for this year’s election. 

“We hosted a voter’s registration event in September. Three executive board members signed up to be deputy registrars so 

that we could register other people to vote,” Smith said. 

“So we had an event where we informed students about each presidential candidate, then we took it upon ourselves to 

register students as well,” she explained. 

 

“We decided to have a watch party because we thought we could co-sponsor with a lot of people. We wanted everyone to 

get together as a campus and watch the election together in one room for the entire day. Since one thing that BSU 

promotes is unity, we want everyone to be able to come together and watch the election in one setting,” Smith added. 

“We are expecting 300 to 400 students, and it will be located in the Prairie Room South and Center. Students may bring 

their homework, and we will have refreshments throughout the day,” Smith said.  

 

“We will have two large projector screens that will be showing the election. We’ll also have many tables set up so they 

can sit and watch a live viewing,” Smith explained. 

 

“Students can expect to meet new people because it is open to the entire campus, as well as eat and have a good time. We 

may have a speaker at this event, so there might be some educational benefits as well,” she added. 
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Student Reflections 

 Among the many statements that connected the Presidential debate series to concepts learned in 

COM110, students provided insight regarding the effects that the use of Twitter had on their experience as 

citizens in a democracy. From freedom of speech to gaining a better understanding of how social media 

influence the world of politics, Illinois State University students write about their personal experiences with the 

national Tweet-Up.  

“Live-tweeting was a lot of fun, because I got to see the opinions of people my age and they got to see what I 

thought. This to me took our Freedom of Speech to a whole other level.” 

“I feel that the live-tweet debate was a great way to get the younger generation to not only be informed of 

political news but also by demonstrating their opinions in a non judgmental way. One gets to see the views of 

different college students from different schools, races, and ages.” 

“Twitter is a way for us to communicate about anything we want including controversial issues. It goes with our 

Freedom of Speech, to say anything we want and to voice our views.” 

“It was such a cool experience to see different opinions in the room, not just from twitter but also from gasps, 

sly comments and facial expressions. I did happen to take note of all the Obama fans in the room, being a 

Romney fan I kept my vocal opinions to myself and let it all out on the tweeter bird.” 

“When students are tweeting, they really can say anything they would like, being that its social media. That 

said, people may exploit their opinions much differently than if they were to be giving a speech on them or even 

having a conversation- much like how I kept my vocal opinions to myself.” 

“Having never watched a presidential debate before I figured that it was about time I sat down and watched one. 

After all I am voting in this year’s election and it would be highly beneficial for me to see the views of both 

candidates. Though some people were not very interested in being serious with their tweets some people 

brought up good points.” 

“From personally going to the screening of the debate and watching the tweets on a live feed I can draw a 

conclusion that social media will help with getting more younger people to talk about politics.” 

“Social media does not hinder people from expressing political ideas but it is on its way of helping people get 

more involved in political events.” 

“The environment of the viewing room was pretty welcoming. It was extremely entertaining to see what the 

fellow students at Illinois State have to say regarding the debate. I also participated in the tweeting and tried to 

bring some humor to the news feed which eventually led to hostility by the other attendants. OOPS! Despite my 

attempt to be funny and pick fun at the candidates, it was cool to see what other people thought of what was 

going on and being said and it helped me to better understand.”  

 

“Another thing I liked about the debate is they had the screen up showing twitter posts, which was interesting. I 

do not have twitter so I would not have seen any posts about the debate. It was also helpful because sometimes 

when someone your own age refers to something or puts it in different words it is easier to understand.” 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 The national Tweet-Up was a successful conversation that produced a great amount of data that can be 

used to further develop the use of social media in civic engagement. As we continue to reach out to the younger 

generation to encourage participation in the democratic process, having a presence on growing social media will 

continue to increase awareness. Illinois State and other universities involved in the American Democracy 

Project are currently developing programs that provide consistent encouragement for students to be involved in 

their local community and both local and national political events.  

 One initiative that ISU is taking is through the new social media kiosk, ILSTU Views. The interactive 

kiosk, location in the lobby of Fell Hall, invites students and faculty to answer questions related to politics and 

includes a photo and comment box for each user. Questions presented on ILSTU Views will change 

periodically in order to correspond with the “hot topics” in the current political media. More information about 

this engagement project can be found on the following website: http://ilstuviews.illinoisstate.edu/ 

 

 In addition to the ILSTU Views project, students and faculty members at ISU are working on research 

projects that will delve further into the value of social media use. Current research projects include a textual 

analysis of the tweets from the ADP Tweet-Up and an experimental study on how Twitter and other social 

media can be used as tools for educational purposes. Investigating mediums that are familiar to students allows 

instructors to encourage civic engagement throughout the hustle and bustle of the college experience.  

http://ilstuviews.illinoisstate.edu/

